
Repository
 
Actual situation in Chamilo LCMS Connect version 3 (tested on online demo-installation)
4 tabs: 

● repository
● search
● filter
● view

 
1. first tab: repository
search in the repository:

● in the repository, there is a search field in the action bar, at the right
● in this search field, a user can search for title and description of a CO
● it searches in the whole repository, also in the categories and the subcategories

Problem: it isn’t possible anymore to search a single category  
● after the search, the CO’s are displayed in a table, 

problem: it’s impossible to see in which category the CO is stored.  
suggestion: add a column to the table (after a search).  Show in this column the 
deepest category where the CO is stored.  By OnMouseOver, show the whole path.

 
clear search:

● to clear the search results, the user has to  click:
○ My repository (root category)
○ or on the breadcrumb “Repository”

 
2. second tab: search

● text search: same functionality as the search in the repository tab 
● creation date: possible to do a search “created between”, in combination or not with a 

text search
● modification date: possible to do a search “modified between”, in combination or 

not with a text search ; this doesn’t display the CO’s modified on the date in the 
field “modification date: from”
It should be possible to search for a single modification date (only “from”)

● Type: possible to search for CO types in combination or not with a text search, a 
creation date or a modification date

○ selection of a CO type => depending on the kind of CO type chosen, a dropdown 
list is shown where additional search options can be set (file size, extension...)

● Problem: it’s impossible to see in which category the search results are stored.  
suggestion: add a column to the table (after a search).  Show in this column the 
deepest category where the CO is stored.  By OnMouseOver, show the whole path.

clear search:
● clear search results: at the bottom of the screen, at the left, each search parameter 

can be deleted, by clicking the x of the parameter description.  There is also 
a “ClearAllParameters” button

● when clicking the first tab “Repository” or “My repository” (root category) or the 
breadcrumb “Repository”,  the search results aren’t cleared.  The parameters remain 
visible at the bottom of the screen and can be deleted there.

 
3. tab Filter

● filters only on the root category of the Repository 
● scenario: 



○ select root in Repository
○ click tab Filter
○ select a CO to search for

Problem: it isn’t visible which filter has been set, also because the left tree view 
always collapses after selecting a CO type
Suggestion: message which filter has been set; possibility to clear the filter

○ under the Filter tab, the filter result is shown - again missing the path of the CO 
(now this is the root of the Repository since it only filters in this category)

○ when clicking the Repository tab, the filter results remain, but it’s not visible that a 
filter was set.

● clear the filter
○ only possible when clicking the root category in the Repository or the 

breadcrumb
 
4. tab View

● in this tab, possible to add personal views
● searches only in 1 category, not in subcategories ; should search in the whole 

repository, including categories and subcategories
● scenario:

a. go to tab view (click 1)
b. click “user views” (click 2)
c. click “Add” - define your personal view (click 3)
d. go back to the tab “Repository” (click 4) - the user view table remains visible - no 

content objects in the Repository are shown
e. click the root category in the Repository or the breadcrumb Repository to clear 

this table (click 5)
f. click a category in the Repository where you want to search with a personal view 

(click 6)
g. click the view tab (click 7)
h. click the user view (made in step c) (click 8)
i. search results are visible in a table

Problem: 
■ not visible which view has been selected
■ impossible to clear the view

j. click the Repository tab - the view remains 
not visible which view was chosen

k. click on the Repository breadcrumb (to clear the view and go back to the 
repository): 
problem: the user is redirected to the View tab 

 
● Clear view:

a. can only be cleared by clicking the root category of the Repository
 
 
Suggestions:

● indication if a filter or view is set
● indication of selected filter or view
● button to deactivate a selected filter of view
● search results: extra column in table view with indication of the deepest category where 

the file is stored (with whole path OnMouseOver)
● search in action bar under Repository tab versus search tab:



○ search in action bar: limited to search in a preselected category
○ Search Tab: searches in the whole repository, including subcategories

● when going back to Repository tab, all searches, filters or views should be automatically 
reset

 


